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Design Brief

Online shopping has been increased rapidly in various sectors in recent years. The high demand of shopping grocery online 

poses some questions for manufactures and traders specifically in Australia. In 2017 expanding the shopping grocery online 

will remain a key priority among grocery retailers.

Woolworth retailers, are the largest supermarket chain in Australia.

Also, it operates 955 outlets across Australia with online experience and mobile apps. The Key success of Woolworth is 

because around 96% of fresh fruits and vegetables are from the Australian farms and %100 of meat products are Australian. 

It can be difficult for shopping online consumers to find what they want. This paper compare the differences of Woolworth 

online shopping with Coles and Harris market. Moreover, in this study I examine, the issues that effect on the Woolworth 

online shopping trust and satisfaction. Overall, this research provides some ideas regarding the following issues.

Background Research Summary
Online grocery shopping:

The development of the internet has a growth in the popularity of online shopping. Although, Regardless of different 

concerns such as security and privacy internet consumers avoid shopping grocery online. indeed many users interested in 

shopping grocery online. Retailer try to draw the customers attention more to shopping online. However, shopping via 

Website is not the only way to buy grocery online, while app is another choice for customers to avoid physical shopping.
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Woolworth electronic grocery shopping:

There are various supermarket chains in the world that they are competing and they are trying to sell their products with 

the best experience in every way. For example,Amazone expand their grocery online shopping by offers social media 

marketing such as blogs, Facebook fan pages, customer reviews and friend recommendations. Also, they introduce a new 

technology which minimize the deliver time to 1 hour that is incredible and draw the customer attentions and 

satisfaction.(1) Another feasible feature that is getting popular is the feedback review that allow customers to figure out 

the price, quality and many differences between other retailers.

In Australia among different shopping retailer, Coles and Woolworths are the most popular and have the high number of 

customers. In recent year they are interested in draw the customers attention to by groceries online rather than physical 

shopping, the following diagram indicates the percentage of customers who are shopping groceries online.

(1) ("21 ways Amazon changed the face of retail", 2017)
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Competitor 

Analysis
Woolworths Supermarkets Coles Supermarkets Harris Farm Markets

 PLATFORM Web / IOS and Android App Web / IOS and Android App
Web

 TYPE Supermarket and grocery store Supermarket and Consumer services Fruit, Vegetables and Groceries

 ONLINE SHOPPING SERVICES

• SPECIALS

• FRUIT & VEG

• MEAT, SEAFOOD & DELI

• BAKERY

• DAIRY, EGGS & FRIDGE

• PANTRY

• FREEZER

• DRINKS 

• LIQUOR

• TOBACCO

• PET

• BABY

• HEALTH & BEAUTY

• HOUSEHOLD

• LUNCH BOX

• WINTER WARMERS

• BREAD & BAKERY

• FRUIT & VEGETABLES

• MEAT, SEAFOOD & DELI

• DAIRY, EGGS & MEALS

• PANTRY

• FROZEN

• DRINKS

• LIQUOR

• INTERNATIONAL FOODS

• HEALTHY LIVING

• HOUSEHOLD

• HEALTH & BEAUTY

• BABY

• PET

• STATIONERY & MEDIA

• SOCKS & JOCKS

• TOBACCO

• SPECIALS

• IN SEASON

• FRUIT

• VEGIES

• GROCERY

• FRIDGE

• BUTCHER

• SEAFOOD

• ORGANIC

• WHOLESALE

 ONLINE SHOPPING PROCCES

1. SIGN UP

2. CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCTS

3. SELECT A DATE AND TIME FOR 

DELIVERY

4. REVIEW ORDER & SUBSTITUTIONS

5. PAYMENT METHODS

1. SIGN UP

2. ENTER AN ADDRESS

3. CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCTS

4. CHOOSE A DELIVERY DATE & TIME

5. CHOOSE A DELIVERY LOCATION

6. IMPORTANT INFORMATION

7. HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO PAY?

1. SIGN UP

2. START CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCTS

3. CHOOSE A LOCATION

4. CHOOSE A DELIVERY DATE & TIME

5. CHOOSE A DELIVERY LOCATION

6. PAYMENT METHODS
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Competitor Analysis - Key Findings

Woolworths Supermarkets Coles Supermarkets Harris Farm Markets

 Woolworths users app is more than 1 million

 The usage of icons for foods are a good addition in 

app

 Modern style and design in App 

 Track My Order option on the website

 No ad on welcome page but on search process

 Minimum $50  spend for online shopping

 No step timeline for shopping process

 Coles offers a lot of services rather than other

markets, working as a whole online retailing

 Professional and modern web design

 A specific website for online shopping

 No ad on welcome page but on search process

 Minimum $50  spend for online shopping

 top headline of the first page is a timeline that 

indicates the customer online shopping process is in 

3 steps, but when they start it takes 7 steps

 Coles user app is more than 500 thousands

 App has been developed for display the products not 

for online shopping 

 Existence of Chat online option

 Traditional web design with clear layouts for all 

services

 Harris farm markets offer minimum services rather 

than other markets, just fruit, vegetables and 

groceries

 No ad on welcome page or search process but on

payment method’s page

 Delivery in some specific area is just acceptable

 No app 

 No step timeline for shopping process
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Online Ethnography:
Following the online research about shopping grocery online review at Woolworth, I collect 3 positive and 4 Negative 

reviews and summarize a general overview.

 POSITIVE ASPECTS

 Kylie Abecca, Brisbane

 I have used this service a couple of times now and both times the delivery driver has arrived on time, in high spirits and both times has assisted me 
in bringing the groceries inside and even helped to get the heavier items into the cupboard/fridge as I currently have low mobility and was not long 
out of surgery and am currently awaiting further surgery.
The delivery driver is always chirpy and in high spirits and is always keen to help in any way he can. As I am unable to drive, the help of this driver 
and the ability to utilize this service is truly a godsend. I don't know what I would do without Woolies Home Delivery. Thank you.

 Alex Krutogolova, Melbourne

 Only tried this service for the first not to be as bad.
Booked the 3pm-6pm delivery window, on the morning of the day received an e-mail saying an item was out of stock, and almost at the same time 
the refund was sent back to my PayPal account. The rest of my order arrived without anything missing or damaged including 2 boxes of eggs, which 
was really good.
Received several txt message throughout the day saying the delivery has been delayed, tracked the order on their website and found that the 
estimate arriving time has been pushed back many times from 5pm-6pm to 8pm-9pm. Driver arrived at around 8:20 and was friendly.
The actual arriving time was within the most recent estimate time which I can see, also I was informed by txt so I feel it is ok, frozen stuffs were 
completely melted but I guess I can just freeze them again. (ok I'm a nice person)
Apart from the late delivery everything was good, usable if you don't mind waiting for a few more hours.
Comparing with other online grocery stores nothing stands out.

 Anson Damolis, Illawarra

 I've been using this service for over 2 years, weekly.
They did have a patch of being very late but not had an issue in well over 6 months.
Drivers are friendly and bring the shopping to my kitchen.
Found Woolies to be cheaper than Coles on both products and delivery fees.
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 NEGATIVE ASPECTS

 Alec Dawson, Wollongong

 For the convenience of being able to sit at home/work/anywhere and order your shopping for a day or 2 in advance is great. For people who have 
no car, sick etc. it's perfect. This is the first time I have used as my car broke down, I live alone and do night shift. I got approx. 40 items and 
received all. Only thing is delivery 6am-9am, I live 3 minutes drive from woollies, I'm home at 6am from work, why the hell is my order the last on 
the truck and gets here at 9:15... That really upset me. They need to address better accurate times or do 'ON TIME' deliveries for an extra fee 
delivery. I'd pay an extra $5 if they said at 6:15 we will be there, not have you sitting for over 3hrs waiting! Bar that pretty good.

 Anita Loni, Newcastle

 I have long been a loyal Woolworths shopper but sadly that day has ended. Since the online service commenced I have tried on many occasions to 
successfully use this service. I have not yet had any order received without a problem. These problems have included items being replaced without 
authority, missing bags of food, supplying bags of food to me that I had not ordered, and unable to find my order in the selected pick up store.

I had sworn off using the service but recently, due to a very ill father in hospital and being very short on time, I gave it one last go. The order that I 
submitted on this occasion was accepted and my credit card charged. It was only when I went to collect the order that I was told the order had 
been "cancelled", along with other shoppers orders. To Woolworths credit, an apology was received and a $100 credit voucher was supplied, which 
was used in store, not online.

Tonight, after being ill for a week with the flu I thought I would try one last time to get an order online. I have just abandoned the idea. Menus 
were not displaying products, searches for specific items were useless etc. so I decided not to bother.....farewell Woolies!

 Ann Mcconnell, Sydney

 This was my first experience with Woolworths online, to begin with the site went down this didn't bother me much, I found customer service very 
helpful and polite. The groceries arrived next day very early in the time frame and were packed well. The strawberries were mouldy and were 
thrown out immediately, apples were soft and bad and the milk has a short use by date as with other products.

 Josephine Zahra, Gold Quest

 In our first attempt at using Woolworths online we didn't get a bunch of goods and got someone else's instead. In our second attempt to order online 
we got an email on delivery day saying Woolworths can't supply the bread or toilet paper we ordered. Woolworths can't rectify this by sending 
substitutes. Furthermore, there are errors in their system as apparently we can't order bakery goods from our local store today, even though their 
system let us (and took our money for them).

So disappointing. It's a waste of time and has twice resulted in us needing to go to a supermarket in person, which defeats the purpose of buying 
online. I'm interested in knowing if Coles online is any better. Time to find out I think.
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Needs and Issues - Summary

Based on a deep user experience research and detailed competitor services, issues, qualities and overall website 

functions, below are the main issues and subsequent needs for a new and improved interface design.

 ISSUES

 Quality issue

quality checks on each and every one of the products  for the retailers must be a hard process which need to be consider.

 Delivery and Logistics

When the order will be delivered is a crucial issue that need to be consider.

 Digital payment failure

Most of the Woolworth's online grocery shopping's consumer getting hindered by these problems. If the Woolworth's 

Marketing consultants and designers could solve this problems, they will certainly can improve the customer experience 

and increase the rate of online selling.
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 NEEDS

 Track my order option on app

The increasing in mobile users is more than desktop users consequently mobile apps offer better personalization

 Chat online option on the website and app for better customer services

Whenever a customer face to an issue while they are shopping online they need an assistance for that moment like when 

they are in store and have a chat with an employee

 Image recognition

Ease of shopping online for customers who face to problem while they are looking for special products
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Overview of identified ideas

Idea 1

Search and naming solutions: In my point of view, the shopping online Woolworths must categorize the items with more 

detail. For instance, one of the customers complain about shopping bread online from Woolworth. According to their 

review it takes a while for them to find their selected bread. I think, the website should organize bread in different 

categories such as: Whole meal, white, raisin, gluten free bread. Also, sometimes customers just memories the brand of 

the products then web designer needs classify them based on brands and put the images of products with the cover. This 

method avoid customer confusion. 

Idea 2

Design my track ordering on the app . It’s easier for a group of all ages to use app.  It makes the process easier for them 

to calculate postage and delivery times. 
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Final Idea

Create a separate website that should specify just for Woolworths online 

shopping and categorize options by brands.

Create my track ordering on the app with options for call and send text to 

delivery drivers.

Create a live chat to help on board and support customers before they change 

their mind and stop shopping online forever.
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